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The approach being used is the application of headcam technology to develop virtual 
training and educational videos. The headcam is used to follow a user/practitioner 
carrying out an experiment – headcam provides a ‘real view’. Once the video is taken 
then a voice over is constructed to describe in meticulous detail what the 
user/practitioner is doing. There are certain points within the video where it is 
highlighted to the viewer to access a partner video that can give more detail on a 
specific task (as to why is this done – educates the viewer further on the techniques 
being described on the video). 

Stage 1 -LC-MS training video – we project the end of June to have a final training 
video of the LC-MS.  In stage 1 we hope to optimise the procedure for preparing the 
most appropriate video – we will be evaluating final videos with our Postgraduate 
population – Does it work? Feedback from our PG community will be analysed any 
recommended/required modifications to the video procedure will be applied. Stage 2. -  
Once video procedure is optimised in stage 1 we will then apply  the development of a 
training video for the SCS’s SEM and FeSEM (School’s high end scanning electron 
microscopes). Again, the videos will be evaluated within our postgraduate community. 
Also, members of other schools use this equipment and it will allow us to further 
evaluate the approach. At this point we envisage to apply to the undergraduate labs 
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This project seeks to explore the application of headcam technology as an educational 

tool in both our undergraduate and postgraduate research laboratories. We propose to 

apply headcam technology to the following areas: 

1) to develop training videos for postgraduate researchers on high end research 

equipment. 

2) to develop training videos for our undergraduate laboratories, that will reinforce the 

applied skill sets and techniques that students need to master and understand the 

laboratories undertaken 

3) to develop laboratory videos on topics that at present we do not have the resources 

to run laboratory sessions on, such as pharmaceutical formulation. 

How can it support teaching and learning? 

Our postgraduate community will be able to access the produced videos before using 

the target equipment, this will greatly reduce training times (also videos will be 

available to any user as they use the equipment – will improve usage and aid in 

standardising how users run high end equipment resulting in less damage/repairs to 

this equipment). Once the technology is perfected it will be applied to our 

undergraduate programs and it is envisaged to create a virtual formulation lab that will 

be used in the Formulation workshop CS312 . At the moment it is not possible to 

resource an undergraduate formulation lab, however at present we can collaborate 

with RCSI were they can prepare a formulation virtual lab and we will reciprocate with 

a virtual analytical lab. The virtual laboratory will be run during the workshop. 

How should instructors use it? 

For postgraduate students the video will be used under the guidance of the relevant 

technical staff and supervisor. For the CS312 the video will be used in class and 

questions will be assigned based on work and results presented in the virtual lab 

(replicating the approach we use in our own practical labs) 
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